
SMALL TOWN BIG DEAL 
 Season Two Episode Synopsis 

August 29th – Dec 31st  
 
 

1. Aug 29-Sept 4  eps 10119 Horses Rule & Be Ready to Drool  
Horses Rule & Be Ready to Drool 
Discover a California town where there are horse trails instead of sidewalks and stalls instead of 
parking spots!  Then Rodney gets 'arrested' for dunking and driving...doughnuts that is!  Meet the 
small group of policemen who saved their town’s ‘Main Street’ by buying the local bakery that's 
been around since 1896.  Yep, it’s called “Cops & Doughnuts”! And learn about the doughnut 
creation that’s so good Jann asks the baker to marry her! 
 
 
2. Sept 5-11   eps 10124 The Need For Speed 
The Need for Speed 
It’s the second oldest flight team in the world…the U.S. Navy’s Blue Angels.  We will show you 
one maneuver at 700 mph and the ‘Diamond 360’ pattern where the jets are only 18” apart!  Jann 
will take you along on her maiden voyage aboard “Fat Albert”. With 46,000 pounds of fuel you’ll 
be surprised a C-130 can perform those moves!  (She was very proud she didn’t have to use the 
provided airsick bag!)  Then Rodney sings?  Yep.  You’ll enjoy seeing that good theater doesn’t 
always have to be in the big cities. And that small towns can attract big stars. 
 
 
3. Sept 12-18  eps 10117 Hollerin, Heritage, & Unique Halls of 
Learning 
Hollerin’, Heritage, & Unique Halls of Learning 
Jann and Rodney take you to three unique destinations in this episode.  First, to a school that’s a 
vacation spot where they teach you art and skills from days gone by…blacksmithing anyone? 
Then it’s the National Hollerin’ Contest.  Yep, it’s loud and can you guess if it’s Rodney or Jann 
that get 1st runner up?  Finally, it’s a museum overflowing with heritage items and one big one 
that needs Rodney’s expertise and Jann’s muscle to get it moving. 
 
 
4. Sept 19-25  eps 20108 A Pressing Matter 
A Pressing Matter 
Get ready to witness old fashioned cider pressing at its best.  In Central New York stands 
a historic water-powered mill that gets put into overdrive during apple picking season.  
But it’s not just for cider…ever hear of Apple Salsa?   And you’ll meet Connie and Tim 
Haney. They create some of the most unusual customized baseball bats in the world. 
Now, even the major leaguers are noticing! 
 
 
 
 
 



 
5. Sept 26-Oct 2  eps 10107 Cornbread Galore 
Cornbread Galore 
A cup of town pride, mixed with a pinch of crazy contests plus a crown made out of a 
cast iron skillet and what do you have?  It’s the National Cornbread Festival of course!  If 
you think you know this tasty dish think again!  It’s a lipsmakin’ episode where Rodney 
and Jann also take you inside the famed LODGE Cast Iron cookware foundry! 
 
 
6. Oct 3-9   eps 10122 Amana Colonies 
The Amana Colonies 
Rodney and Jann take you to a German treasure in the middle of the American Prairie. And we 
aren’t talking small….26,000 acres were settled in the mid 1800s.  It’s one of the longest lasting 
communal societies in the world, the “Amana Colonies”.  In the 1930s they opened up their doors 
and stores and have been selling handcrafted products ever since. Rodney tries to learn their 
unique form of German and shows off the amazingly preserved colonies…still thriving today. 
 
 
7. Oct 10-16  eps 10125 Pioneers and a Prime Minister 
Pioneers and a Prime Minister 
Rodney and Jann take you to ‘Pioneer Village’ and Rodney gets several lessons on the 
way things ‘used to be done’ at a quintessential county fair.  Then, not too many people 
know that Winston Churchill gave his famous Iron Curtain speech at a small college in 
the middle of America. We’ll show you the impressive museum, the 11th-century British 
Church that was moved stone by stone across the Atlantic and another treasure is a true 
‘breakthrough’. 
 
 
8. Oct 17-23  eps 10126 Something for Tastes Buds & Tailbones 
Something for Taste Buds and Tailbones 
 “I don’t make chocolate, I make memories!” Jann & Rodney introduce you to Russell 
Sifers who brought his grandfather’s signature candy bar back to life after finding the 
vintage equipment buried in an old warehouse. Then, hear the hills of North Carolina get 
loud. One man has collected over 300 of America’s most rare classic motorcycles and 
keeps them ALL running! Does he let Rodney drive one?  And visit Rock Ranch…see 
what attracts thousands there every year. 
 
9. Oct 24-30  eps 20111 The Great Pumpkin 
The Great Pumpkin! 
See a town of 13,000 welcome more than 300,000 visitors to celebrate the Great 
Pumpkin!  With no admission charged it’s referred to as ‘The Greatest Free Show on 
Earth’.  You will see HUGE examples of this fruit (yep, it’s officially a fruit) at the Giant 
Pumpkin Weigh-in, and see the baking of the ‘World’s Greatest Pumpkin Pie’…6 feet in 
diameter and 400 pounds!  It’s a celebration you don’t want to miss. 
 
 
10. Oct 31-Nov 6  eps 20107 Blazing the Trail 



Blazing the Trail 
 “Frisbee’s of the Prairie”!  Have you ever tossed one?  Well, just roll up your sleeves, sit 
back and watch as Rodney and Jann experience this ‘udderly’ interesting sport!  It’s a 
celebration of the American cattle drive with a BBQ contest, tossing tomahawks, and a 
train robbery. Look out, it’s one heck of a celebration! 
 
11. Nov 7-13  eps 30104 A “Dill”icious Experience 
A “Dill”icious Experience! 
Who knew ‘candied sweet orange chunks’ and ‘candied sweet raisin crispies’ could be 
names of pickles?! Join us in the tiny town of St. Joe, Indiana and see how this family 
owned pickle factory does it! Then, it’s a senior prom like you’ve never seen before – we 
promise it’s so much more than a dance for all involved. And finally, see how horses are 
being used to heal heroes.   
 
12. Nov 14-20  eps 30108 An American Pickers Paradise and A 
Town Full of Bologna 
An American Pickers Paradise & A Town Full of Bologna! 
Discover what famed American Picker Mike Wolfe has in his private collection! And 
watch as Rodney tries out one of Mike’s prized possessions…yikes! And a visit one town 
that’s not offended when you say it’s ‘full of Bologna’.  In fact, they celebrate the deli 
delicacy by closing down city streets and throwing …bologna…(You thought we were 
going to say a Party!) Actually, it IS a big party with a bologna-ring toss contest (who 
knew!?) and their famed outhouse races.  
 
13. Nov 21-27  eps 20104 A Southern Gentleman 
A Southern Gentleman 
Celebrities, several US Presidents as well as people around the world have purchased 
Col. Littleton’s handcrafted products. Meet this man who looks like he just stepped out of 
an old time western movie & is the biggest employer in town.  Then, Jann & Rodney take 
you into a warehouse absolutely overflowing with antiques and introduce you to the man 
who runs it and has outfitted more than 600 well-known restaurants with thousands of 
treasures from the past 
 
14. Nov 28-Dec 4  eps 20126 A River Crusade & A Man Self-Made 
A River Crusade & A Man Self-Made! 
Talk about an impossibe goal….meet a man, who as a teenager, decided he wanted to 
clean up the Mississippi River!  That dream has became a reality and he’s helped clean 
up more than 8-million pounds of debris from our nation’s rivers – including 1105 
refrigerators, 172 BBQ grills and….105 bowling balls(?)!  
   Then, we’ve all seen him on his MyPillow commercials -- but Mike Lindell’s journey 
from being ‘down and out’ to being a millionaire will amaze you!  
 
 
15. Dec 5-11  eps 20124 Toys, Traditions and . . . Pea Soup? 
Toys, Traditions and…Pea Soup? 
Remember Lincoln logs? After 40 years of being manufactured in China we find the 
special company that brought this iconic American toy back home! Go USA! Then 
discover the artesian craftsmanship that can make just about anyone’s guitar playin’ 



sound good…even Jann’s! And finally…would you drive to the hinterland for a bowl of 
pea soup?  Rodney helps cook up a batch of this famed traveler’s special and finds out 
why they sell more than 500 gallons a day of their specialty! 
 
16. Dec 12-18  eps 30106 Ice Cream Sundae World Record 
Ice Cream Sundae World Record 
How many scoops of ice cream does it take to beat New Zealand’s record for the longest 
Ice Cream Sundae?  A small town in Michigan is determined to find out! Will they 
succeed or will the unusually hot day melt their efforts away? Then, Rodney and Jann 
celebrate a company that is bringing jobs back to America.  They also discover how this 
company, Mahindra Tractors, is supporting our veterans at the same time. 
 
17. Dec 19-25 eps 30110 400 Mile Yard Sale 
400 Mile Yard Sale 
Jann and Rodney hit the road in search of steals and deals as they travel across 
the length of Kentucky on Historic Highway 68 for the annual 400 Mile Yard 
Sale. Come along and see what kind of crazy deals they find along the way. 
 
18. Dec 26-Jan 1 eps 10108 Honey, Hardy, and Harmony 
Honey, Hardy, and Harmony This episode takes you to the bee farm of two time 
WORLD champion honey makers…one of their secrets? Russian bees! Then Jann and 
Rodney take you to the hometown of classic comedian Oliver Hardy of “Laurel & 
Hardy” fame where a celebration in his honor is held every year. And then you will see 
how a town saved themselves from near extinction with something called “Swamp 
Gravy”. 
 
19. Jan 2-8 eps 10111 Tractor Rapture & Really ‘Gouda, Cheese 
Tractor Rapture & Really ‘Gouda, Cheese  
Discover a European-style creamery in the middle of America’s cornfields. Learn how a 
family in the dairy business turned a tragedy into an award winning cheese-making 
business. And just a short drive down the road it’s a tractor event that gets the men so 
excited they can only hold it every other year! Just about very vintage model not just on 
display but working the fields. And did we mention one of the world’s largest tractors? 
“The Earthquake” – you gotta see it to believe it. 
 
20. Jan 9-15 eps 30111 Cape Cod Baseball & Pralines of Savannah 
Cape Cod Baseball & Pralines of Savannah 
Few places on earth are better at turning dreams into reality than the small towns 
of Cape Cod, Massachusetts. Each summer Cape residents step up to the plate, 
offering college baseball players their homes, a their communities, and a once in 
a life time opportunity to prove themselves worthy of playing in the major 
leagues. And then it’s on to Savannah, Georgia where Rodney and Jann learn the "sweet 
science" behind that most southern of all confections, the glorious Praline 
 
21. Jan 16-22 eps 3012 Ohio River Sternwheel Festival 
Ohio River Sternwheel Festival 
The Ohio River Sternwheel Festival in Marrieta, Ohio is home to over 35 authentic 
sternwheel boats every September. Climb aboard some of these rare vessels as Jann and 



Rodney take an up close look at what makes these boats so special. In the spirit of 
competition also watch as Jann and Rodney race down the Ohio River on board two of 
the marque sternwheelers at the festival. 
 
22. Jan 23-29 eps 30113 Shanahan Harness; Bowling Balls; Brae’s 
Brown Bags 
Shanahan Harness; Bowling Balls; Brae’s Brown Bags 
For a glimpse back in time, witness the lost art of harness making at the Shanahan family 
farm in Huntsville, Ohio. From this small village, the majestic Anhauser-Busch 
Clydesdales are among the show teams who proudly wear these harnesses and their 
legacy of excellence, all over the world. And then Rodney and Jann roll on to see how 
one small Kentucky town has become one of the biggest suppliers of Bowling Balls to 
the WORLD. Also meet a young man who is making an impact in his community be 
reaching out to help those less fortunate. By simply providing a meal. 
 
23. Jan 30-Feb 5 eps 20126 A River Crusade & A Man Self-Made 
A River Crusade & A Man Self-Made! 
Talk about an impossible goal….meet a man, who as a teenager, decided he wanted to 
clean up the Mississippi River! That dream has became a reality and he’s helped clean 
up more than 8-million pounds of debris from our nation’s rivers – including 1105 
refrigerators, 172 BBQ grills and….105 bowling balls(?)! Then, we’ve all seen him on 
his MyPillow commercials -- but Mike Lindell’s journey from being ‘down and out’ to 
being a millionaire will amaze you! 
 
24. Feb 6-12 eps 20113 A Sticky Situation 
A Sticky Situation 
The Shenandoah Valley is home to legendary beauty, rich history, and a crop so sweet 
that festivals are named after it. From simple farming techniques to its final bubbling 
boil, sorghum syrup is the star - famous for it’s flavor and it’s elusiveness. Add a 
weekend of sorghum treats, competitive events and family fun, and you have a National 
Festival that sticks in your mind - as well as on your fingers! 
 
25. Feb 13-19 eps 30105 Medieval Times and City of Refuge 
Medieval Times and City of Refuge 
We take you behind the scenes of Medieval Times, whose knights have been entertaining 
families for decades. But we not only learn secrets of the castle (where Rodney is 
crowned a king!) but also of the breeding farm of their famed “Spanish Horse”. Where 
they are the #1 breeders of these special horses in North America. Then, we take you to a 
place where more than 20,000 lives have been transformed. It’s a place where lives have 
been saved, a place where ‘good works’. We promise you’ll be amazed and inspired. 
 
26. Feb 20-26 eps 20115 What the Hay 
What the Hay 
For one weekend every September, the small town of Hobson, Montana draws curious on 
lookers from miles around. Bales of hay are transformed from a form of feed into a form 
of art in the annual “What the Hay” contest. Dozens of huge hay sculptures turn a 22 
mile rural stretch of highway into a 22-mile expression of Central Montana’s creativity. 
 



27. Feb 26-Mar 4  eps 10119 Horses Rule & Be Ready to Drool  
Horses Rule & Be Ready to Drool 
Discover a California town where there are horse trails instead of sidewalks and stalls instead of 
parking spots!  Then Rodney gets 'arrested' for dunking and driving...doughnuts that is!  Meet the 
small group of policemen who saved their town’s ‘Main Street’ by buying the local bakery that's 
been around since 1896.  Yep, it’s called “Cops & Doughnuts”! And learn about the doughnut 
creation that’s so good Jann asks the baker to marry her! 
 
 
28. Mar 5 – 11   eps 10124 The Need For Speed 
The Need for Speed 
It’s the second oldest flight team in the world…the U.S. Navy’s Blue Angels.  We will show you 
one maneuver at 700 mph and the ‘Diamond 360’ pattern where the jets are only 18” apart!  Jann 
will take you along on her maiden voyage aboard “Fat Albert”. With 46,000 pounds of fuel you’ll 
be surprised a C-130 can perform those moves!  (She was very proud she didn’t have to use the 
provided airsick bag!)  Then Rodney sings?  Yep.  You’ll enjoy seeing that good theater doesn’t 
always have to be in the big cities. And that small towns can attract big stars. 
 
 
29. Mar 12 – 18  eps 10117 Hollerin, Heritage, & Unique Halls of 
Learning 
Hollerin’, Heritage, & Unique Halls of Learning 
Jann and Rodney take you to three unique destinations in this episode.  First, to a school that’s a 
vacation spot where they teach you art and skills from days gone by…blacksmithing anyone? 
Then it’s the National Hollerin’ Contest.  Yep, it’s loud and can you guess if it’s Rodney or Jann 
that get 1st runner up?  Finally, it’s a museum overflowing with heritage items and one big one 
that needs Rodney’s expertise and Jann’s muscle to get it moving. 
 
 
30. Mar 19 – 25  eps 20108 A Pressing Matter 
A Pressing Matter 
Get ready to witness old fashioned cider pressing at its best.  In Central New York stands 
a historic water-powered mill that gets put into overdrive during apple picking season.  
But it’s not just for cider…ever hear of Apple Salsa?   And you’ll meet Connie and Tim 
Haney. They create some of the most unusual customized baseball bats in the world. 
Now, even the major leaguers are noticing! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
31. Mar 26– Apr 1  eps 10107 Cornbread Galore 
Cornbread Galore 
A cup of town pride, mixed with a pinch of crazy contests plus a crown made out of a 
cast iron skillet and what do you have?  It’s the National Cornbread Festival of course!  If 
you think you know this tasty dish think again!  It’s a lipsmakin’ episode where Rodney 
and Jann also take you inside the famed LODGE Cast Iron cookware foundry! 



 
 
32. Apr 2 - 8   eps 10122 Amana Colonies 
The Amana Colonies 
Rodney and Jann take you to a German treasure in the middle of the American Prairie. And we 
aren’t talking small….26,000 acres were settled in the mid 1800s.  It’s one of the longest lasting 
communal societies in the world, the “Amana Colonies”.  In the 1930s they opened up their doors 
and stores and have been selling handcrafted products ever since. Rodney tries to learn their 
unique form of German and shows off the amazingly preserved colonies…still thriving today. 
 
 
33. Apr 9 - 15  eps 10125 Pioneers and a Prime Minister 
Pioneers and a Prime Minister 
Rodney and Jann take you to ‘Pioneer Village’ and Rodney gets several lessons on the 
way things ‘used to be done’ at a quintessential county fair.  Then, not too many people 
know that Winston Churchill gave his famous Iron Curtain speech at a small college in 
the middle of America. We’ll show you the impressive museum, the 11th-century British 
Church that was moved stone by stone across the Atlantic and another treasure is a true 
‘breakthrough’. 
 
 
34. Apr 16 - 22   eps 10126 Something for Tastes Buds & 
Tailbones 
Something for Taste Buds and Tailbones 
 “I don’t make chocolate, I make memories!” Jann & Rodney introduce you to Russell 
Sifers who brought his grandfather’s signature candy bar back to life after finding the 
vintage equipment buried in an old warehouse. Then, hear the hills of North Carolina get 
loud. One man has collected over 300 of America’s most rare classic motorcycles and 
keeps them ALL running! Does he let Rodney drive one?  And visit Rock Ranch…see 
what attracts thousands there every year. 
 
35. Apr 23 - 29   eps 20111 The Great Pumpkin 
The Great Pumpkin! 
See a town of 13,000 welcome more than 300,000 visitors to celebrate the Great 
Pumpkin!  With no admission charged it’s referred to as ‘The Greatest Free Show on 
Earth’.  You will see HUGE examples of this fruit (yep, it’s officially a fruit) at the Giant 
Pumpkin Weigh-in, and see the baking of the ‘World’s Greatest Pumpkin Pie’…6 feet in 
diameter and 400 pounds!  It’s a celebration you don’t want to miss. 
 
 
36. Apr 30 – May 6 eps 20107 Blazing the Trail 
Blazing the Trail 
 “Frisbee’s of the Prairie”!  Have you ever tossed one?  Well, just roll up your sleeves, sit 
back and watch as Rodney and Jann experience this ‘udderly’ interesting sport!  It’s a 
celebration of the American cattle drive with a BBQ contest, tossing tomahawks, and a 
train robbery. Look out, it’s one heck of a celebration! 
 



37. May 6 -12  eps 30104 A “Dill”icious Experience 
A “Dill”icious Experience! 
Who knew ‘candied sweet orange chunks’ and ‘candied sweet raisin crispies’ could be 
names of pickles?! Join us in the tiny town of St. Joe, Indiana and see how this family 
owned pickle factory does it! Then, it’s a senior prom like you’ve never seen before – we 
promise it’s so much more than a dance for all involved. And finally, see how horses are 
being used to heal heroes.   
 
38. May 13 -19  eps 30108 An American Pickers Paradise and A 
Town Full of Bologna 
An American Pickers Paradise & A Town Full of Bologna! 
Discover what famed American Picker Mike Wolfe has in his private collection! And 
watch as Rodney tries out one of Mike’s prized possessions…yikes! And a visit one town 
that’s not offended when you say it’s ‘full of Bologna’.  In fact, they celebrate the deli 
delicacy by closing down city streets and throwing …bologna…(You thought we were 
going to say a Party!) Actually, it IS a big party with a bologna-ring toss contest (who 
knew!?) and their famed outhouse races.  
 
39. May 20 -26  eps 20104 A Southern Gentleman 
A Southern Gentleman 
Celebrities, several US Presidents as well as people around the world have purchased 
Col. Littleton’s handcrafted products. Meet this man who looks like he just stepped out of 
an old time western movie & is the biggest employer in town.  Then, Jann & Rodney take 
you into a warehouse absolutely overflowing with antiques and introduce you to the man 
who runs it and has outfitted more than 600 well-known restaurants with thousands of 
treasures from the past 
 
40. May 27 –June  3 eps 20126 A River Crusade & A Man Self-Made 
A River Crusade & A Man Self-Made! 
Talk about an impossibe goal….meet a man, who as a teenager, decided he wanted to 
clean up the Mississippi River!  That dream has became a reality and he’s helped clean 
up more than 8-million pounds of debris from our nation’s rivers – including 1105 
refrigerators, 172 BBQ grills and….105 bowling balls(?)!  
   Then, we’ve all seen him on his MyPillow commercials -- but Mike Lindell’s journey 
from being ‘down and out’ to being a millionaire will amaze you!  
 
 
41. June 4 - 10  eps 20124 Toys, Traditions and . . . Pea Soup? 
Toys, Traditions and…Pea Soup? 
Remember Lincoln logs? After 40 years of being manufactured in China we find the 
special company that brought this iconic American toy back home! Go USA! Then 
discover the artesian craftsmanship that can make just about anyone’s guitar playin’ 
sound good…even Jann’s! And finally…would you drive to the hinterland for a bowl of 
pea soup?  Rodney helps cook up a batch of this famed traveler’s special and finds out 
why they sell more than 500 gallons a day of their specialty! 
 
42. June 11 - 17  eps 30106 Ice Cream Sundae World Record 



Ice Cream Sundae World Record 
How many scoops of ice cream does it take to beat New Zealand’s record for the longest 
Ice Cream Sundae?  A small town in Michigan is determined to find out! Will they 
succeed or will the unusually hot day melt their efforts away? Then, Rodney and Jann 
celebrate a company that is bringing jobs back to America.  They also discover how this 
company, Mahindra Tractors, is supporting our veterans at the same time. 
 
43. June 18- 24 eps 30110 400 Mile Yard Sale 
400 Mile Yard Sale 
Jann and Rodney hit the road in search of steals and deals as they travel across 
the length of Kentucky on Historic Highway 68 for the annual 400 Mile Yard 
Sale. Come along and see what kind of crazy deals they find along the way. 
 
44. June 25 – Jul 1 eps 10108 Honey, Hardy, and Harmony 
Honey, Hardy, and Harmony  
This episode takes you to the bee farm of two time WORLD champion honey 
makers…one of their secrets? Russian bees! Then Jann and Rodney take you to the 
hometown of classic comedian Oliver Hardy of “Laurel & Hardy” fame where a 
celebration in his honor is held every year. And then you will see how a town saved 
themselves from near extinction with something called “Swamp Gravy”. 
 
45. Jul 2 - 8 eps 10111 Tractor Rapture & Really ‘Gouda, Cheese 
Tractor Rapture & Really ‘Gouda, Cheese  
Discover a European-style creamery in the middle of America’s cornfields. Learn how a 
family in the dairy business turned a tragedy into an award winning cheese-making 
business. And just a short drive down the road it’s a tractor event that gets the men so 
excited they can only hold it every other year! Just about very vintage model not just on 
display but working the fields. And did we mention one of the world’s largest tractors? 
“The Earthquake” – you gotta see it to believe it. 
 
46. Jul 9 - 15  eps 30111 Cape Cod Baseball & Pralines of Savannah 
Cape Cod Baseball & Pralines of Savannah 
Few places on earth are better at turning dreams into reality than the small towns 
of Cape Cod, Massachusetts. Each summer Cape residents step up to the plate, 
offering college baseball players their homes, a their communities, and a once in 
a life time opportunity to prove themselves worthy of playing in the major 
leagues. And then it’s on to Savannah, Georgia where Rodney and Jann learn the "sweet 
science" behind that most southern of all confections, the glorious Praline 
 
47. Jul 16 - 22 eps 3012 Ohio River Sternwheel Festival 
Ohio River Sternwheel Festival 
The Ohio River Sternwheel Festival in Marrieta, Ohio is home to over 35 authentic 
sternwheel boats every September. Climb aboard some of these rare vessels as Jann and 
Rodney take an up close look at what makes these boats so special. In the spirit of 
competition also watch as Jann and Rodney race down the Ohio River on board two of 
the marque sternwheelers at the festival. 
 
48. Jul 23 - 29 eps 30113 Shanahan Harness; Bowling Balls; Brae’s 



Brown Bags 
Shanahan Harness; Bowling Balls; Brae’s Brown Bags 
For a glimpse back in time, witness the lost art of harness making at the Shanahan family 
farm in Huntsville, Ohio. From this small village, the majestic Anhauser-Busch 
Clydesdales are among the show teams who proudly wear these harnesses and their 
legacy of excellence, all over the world. And then Rodney and Jann roll on to see how 
one small Kentucky town has become one of the biggest suppliers of Bowling Balls to 
the WORLD. Also meet a young man who is making an impact in his community be 
reaching out to help those less fortunate. By simply providing a meal. 
 
49. July 30 – Aug 5 eps 20126 A River Crusade & A Man Self-Made 
A River Crusade & A Man Self-Made! 
Talk about an impossible goal….meet a man, who as a teenager, decided he wanted to 
clean up the Mississippi River! That dream has became a reality and he’s helped clean 
up more than 8-million pounds of debris from our nation’s rivers – including 1105 
refrigerators, 172 BBQ grills and….105 bowling balls(?)! Then, we’ve all seen him on 
his MyPillow commercials -- but Mike Lindell’s journey from being ‘down and out’ to 
being a millionaire will amaze you! 
 
50. Aug 6 - 12 eps 20113 A Sticky Situation 
A Sticky Situation 
The Shenandoah Valley is home to legendary beauty, rich history, and a crop so sweet 
that festivals are named after it. From simple farming techniques to its final bubbling 
boil, sorghum syrup is the star - famous for it’s flavor and it’s elusiveness. Add a 
weekend of sorghum treats, competitive events and family fun, and you have a National 
Festival that sticks in your mind - as well as on your fingers! 
 
51. Aug 13 - 19 eps 30105 Medieval Times and City of Refuge 
Medieval Times and City of Refuge 
We take you behind the scenes of Medieval Times, whose knights have been entertaining 
families for decades. But we not only learn secrets of the castle (where Rodney is 
crowned a king!) but also of the breeding farm of their famed “Spanish Horse”. Where 
they are the #1 breeders of these special horses in North America. Then, we take you to a 
place where more than 20,000 lives have been transformed. It’s a place where lives have 
been saved, a place where ‘good works’. We promise you’ll be amazed and inspired. 
 
52. Aug 20 -  26 eps 20115 What the Hay 
What the Hay 
For one weekend every September, the small town of Hobson, Montana draws curious on 
lookers from miles around. Bales of hay are transformed from a form of feed into a form 
of art in the annual “What the Hay” contest. Dozens of huge hay sculptures turn a 22 
mile rural stretch of highway into a 22-mile expression of Central Montana’s creativity. 
 


